Failure to confirm genetic association of the FXYD6 gene with schizophrenia: the Japanese population and meta-analysis.
The FXYD domain-containing ion transport regulator 6 (FXYD6) gene encodes phosphohippolin that regulates cellular ion transport by altering the kinetic properties of Na,K-ATPase. Phosphohippolin is highly expressed in brain regions that are relevant to schizophrenia. The FXYD6 gene is located at chromosome 11q22-24, one of the most established linkage regions for schizophrenia. Therefore, it may be possible that genetic variants in FXYD6, including the regulatory genomic elements could cause abnormal function or expression of phosphohippolin and increase the genetic risk for schizophrenia. A previous study suggested that polymorphisms in FXYD6 are associated with schizophrenia in UK samples. However, conflicting results have been reported in the Japanese population. In this study, we aimed to test the prior genetic association findings using different samples from the ethnically homogeneous Japanese population (1,060 schizophrenic patients and 1,060 age- and sex-matched controls). From the FXYD6 gene, we examined six single nucleotide polymorphisms (rs11216573, rs555577, rs1815774, rs4938445, rs4938446, and rs497768), all of which were previously analyzed for association. We did not detect any significant allelic, genotypic or haplotypic association in our Japanese samples. Meta-analysis incorporating previous and the present studies also showed that the FXYD6 gene is not associated with schizophrenia. We conclude that the FXYD6 gene does not have a major influence on susceptibility to schizophrenia across populations.